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Greater London Authority 
London Assembly (Plenary) 

Wednesday 9 November 2011 

 

 
 

1.   Apologies for Absence and Chair's Announcements (Item 1) 

 

1.1 Apologies for absence were received on behalf of Richard Barnbrook AM, Richard Barnes AM 

and Kit Malthouse AM. 

 

1.2 The Chair explained that the business listed at Items 5-13 of the agenda, together with the 

petitions listed at paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3 of Item 4 and the motions listed at paragraphs 3.1 

and 3.2 of Item 15, had originally been due to be considered at the London Assembly 

(Plenary) meeting held on 19 October 2011. That business had been referred by the Chair to 

this meeting as it was not dealt with at the 19 October meeting.  

 

1.3 The majority of the business was listed on the agenda for discussion before the question and 

answer session with Transport for London to ensure that all Members were present for the 

discussion on those items. The Mayor and Mr Hendy had been advised accordingly and had 

agreed to the question and answer session starting later than had originally been scheduled. 

 

1.4 The Chair informed the Assembly that she, along with other Assembly Members, had attended 

the memorial service for Sir Simon Milton, former Deputy Mayor and Chief of Staff, which was 

held on 31 October at Westminster Abbey. The Chair had also previously written to Sir Simon’s 

family to convey the Assembly’s condolences. 

 

1.5 The Chair congratulated Roger Evans AM on his chairing of People’s Question Time, which 

had taken place the previous evening in Hornchurch. 

 

1.6 During the course of the meeting, the Chair welcomed to the public gallery students and 

teachers from Wolfson Hillel Primary School in the London Borough of Enfield. 
 
 

2.   Declarations of Interests (Item 2) 

 

2.1 Resolved: 

 

(a)  That the relevant Assembly Members’ membership of Functional Bodies and 

London Borough Councils, as set out at Item 2 of the agenda, be noted and 

recorded as personal interests;  

 

(b)  That gifts and hospitality received by Members, as set out on the Authority’s 

gifts and hospitality register, be noted; 

 

(c) That it additionally be noted that Navin Shah AM would formally register 

hospitality received at a reception held on London’s Living Room on Friday 4 

November 2011.  
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3.   Minutes (Item 3) 

 

 3.1 Several Members expressed concern at the proposal to include a footnote in the transcript of 

the 12 October 2011 London Assembly (Mayor’s Question Time) meeting to reflect a 

representation received from an external organisation in relation to comments made at that 

meeting by an Assembly Member.  

 

3.2 It was proposed and agreed that consideration of the minutes of that meeting be deferred to 

allow further discussion of this matter outside of the meeting. 

 

3.3 Resolved: 

 

(a)  That the minutes of the London Assembly (Plenary) meeting 19 October 2011 

(Plenary) be agreed and signed by the Chair as a correct record; and 

 

(b) That consideration of the minutes of the London Assembly (Mayor’s Question 

Time) held on 12 October 2011 be deferred to enable further discussion of the 

issues raised outside of the meeting.  
 
 

4.   Petitions (Item 4) 

 

4.1 Jennette Arnold AM presented a petition with the following prayer:    

 

"Price rises of up to 18 per cent for gas and electric will seriously impact on pensioners and 

vulnerable residents of Islington and London, pushing many deeper into fuel poverty at the 

same time as the future of winter fuel payments is being cut. 

 

We the undersigned support Islington Pensioners Forum call upon the London Assembly to 
confront the Government and address the issues and the impact that these increases in 
charges and cuts in winter fuel payments will have on the most vulnerable in our community." 
 

4.2 Resolved: 

 

That the petition be referred to the Health and Public Services Committee for 

consideration and appropriate action. 

 

4.3 Murad Qureshi AM presented a petition with the following prayer: 

 

"We the undersigned oppose the plan by Crossrail to take Big Table's land and buildings and 

to build an electric sub-station on the site.  The plan would involve the demolition of this 

much loved, iconic landmark and the loss of a rare local manufacturing business." 

 

4.4 Resolved: 

 

That the petition be submitted to the Mayor, as Chair of Transport for London, for 

response. 
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4.5 Caroline Pidgeon AM presented a petition with the following prayer:    

 

‚We, the undersigned, want the rarely used bus stand at Feltham Station to become a 

designated drop off/pick off point for rail passengers, allowing cars a three minute time period 

before any parking offence is committed and therefore ask Boris Johnson as Chair of 

Transport for London to instruct TfL officers to work with the London Borough of Hounslow 

to enable this to happen.‛ 

 

4.6 Resolved: 

 

That the petition be submitted to the Mayor, as Chair of Transport for London, for 

response. 
 
 

5.   Petitions Update (Item 5) 

 
5.1 The Assembly received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 
 
5.2 Resolved: 
 

That the responses received to petitions presented at recent Assembly meetings be 
noted. 

 
 

6.   Request for use of Section 60 (1) Powers - Economy, Culture and Sport 
Committee (Item 6) 

 

6.1 The Assembly received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

6.2 Resolved: 

 

That the request of the Economy, Culture and Sport Committee that the Assembly 

uses its powers under Section 60 (1) of the Greater London Authority Act to request 

that the Mayor responds to recommendations 2, 3 and 8 of the Committee’s report, 

Review into the employment and skills opportunities of the 2012 Games-time period 
and to all of the recommendations in the Committee’s report The administration of 
Visit London, be agreed. 
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7.   Request for use of Section 60 (1) Powers - Transport Committee (Item 
7) 

 

7.1 The Assembly received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

7.2 Resolved: 

 

That the request of the Transport Committee that the Assembly uses its powers 

under Section 60 (1) of the Greater London Authority Act to request that the Mayor 

responds to recommendations 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the Committee’s report, The State of 
the Underground, be agreed. 

 
 

8.   Request for use of Section 60 (1) Powers - Environment Committee 

(Item 8) 

 

8.1 The Assembly received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 

 

8.2 Resolved: 

 

That the request of the Environment Committee that the Assembly uses its powers 

under Section 60 (1) of the Greater London Authority Act to request that the Mayor 

responds to the recommendations addressed to him in the Committee’s report, For a 
rainy day – the Mayor’s role in managing London’s flood risk in case of severe 
rainfall, be agreed. 

 
 

9.   Pay Award 2011/12 for Statutory Officers (Item 9) 

 

9.1 The Assembly received the report of the Head of Paid Service. 

 

9.2 Resolved: 

 

That the Head of Paid Service’s proposal to not pay a pay award to statutory officers 

for the 2011/12 year be agreed, noting that this matter is for joint decision with 

Mayor. 
 
 

10.   Revised Adoption and Paternity Policies (Item 10) 

 

10.1 The Assembly received the report of the Head of Paid Service. 

 

10.2 Resolved: 

 
That it be agreed, upon the Head of Paid Service agreeing to the proposed revisions 
to the GLA’s adoption and paternity policies, that the proposed changes, as set out. 
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11.   Mayoral Scheme of Delegation (Item 11) 

 
11.1 The Assembly received the report of the Executive Director of Resources. 
 
11.2 Resolved: 
 

That the updated Scheme of Delegation of Mayoral Functions of the Greater London 
Authority, which forms part of the Authority’s corporate governance framework, be 
noted. 

 
 

12.   Future Meetings of the Assembly (Item 12) 

 

12.1 Resolved: 

 

(a)  That the 7 December 2011 London Assembly (Plenary) meeting be used to hold 

a question and answer session with the Metropolitan Police Authority and 

Metropolitan Police Service;  

 

(b)  That it be agreed, under section 61 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999, 

to require the attendance of Kit Malthouse AM (Chair, Metropolitan Police 

Authority) at the 7 December 2011 Plenary Assembly meeting to answer 

questions in relation to the policies and work of the Metropolitan Police 

Authority, for which notice will be given in accordance with section 62 of the 

Greater London Authority Act 1999 in due course; and 

 

(c)  That Bernard Hogan-Howe (Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis) be 

invited to attend the 7 December 2011 Plenary Assembly meeting to answer 

questions in relation to the Metropolitan Police Service. 
 
 

13.   Mayor's Commitments (Item 13) 

 
13.1 The Assembly received the report of the Executive Director of Secretariat. 
 
13.2 Resolved: 
 

That the commitments made by the Mayor, Boris Johnson, during London Assembly 
Mayor’s Question Time meetings held between May 2008 and September 2011, be 
noted. 
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14.   Transport for London: Functional Body Question Time (Item 14) 

 

14.1 The Assembly put questions to Boris Johnson, in his capacity as Chair, Transport for London 

(TfL), and Peter Hendy, Commissioner, Transport for London, on the work and priorities of 

Transport for London.  

 

14.2 The record of the questions put by Members and the answers given is attached as Appendix 

1.  

  

14.3 The written answers to those questions not asked or answered at the meeting are attached at 

Appendix 2. 

 

14.4 During the course of the meeting, the Chair and Commissioner of TfL undertook: 

 To publish the detailed reasoning behind fare increases and details of the ‘hole’ in TfL’s 

finances; 

 To re-examine proposals from the London Borough of Ealing in relation to disabled access 

to a number of Tube stations; 

 To provide details of the rationale behind the operation of the traffic lights at Stirling 

Corner in the London Borough of Barnet and re-examine whether traffic flow at that 

location might be improved if the traffic lights were turned off; 

 To re-examine guidance for cyclists at junctions, including the junction at Tower Bridge at 

the point at which the cycle highway ends; 

 To re-examine the possibility of introducing notional cycle lanes to protect against any 

future development that might build over an opportunity for a cycle highway, for example 

at the Heygate Estate at Elephant and Castle; 

 To confirm progress in relation to plans to extend the cycle superhighway eastwards from 

Bow; 

 To provide a briefing for Members on cyclist safety at the Gray’s Inn Road and York Way 

Junction in Kings Cross; and 

 To ensure that, where redevelopment works are undertaken at London stations, the 

installation of public toilets is considered as part of those works. 

 
14.5 Following the question and answer session, the Assembly agreed the following motion, 

submitted in the name of the Chair: 

 

‚That the Assembly notes the answers to the questions asked.‛ 
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15.   Motions (Item 15) 

 

15.1 Darren Johnson AM moved and Murad Qureshi AM seconded the following motion: 

 

‚The Assembly notes with concern that: 

 

 London’s air has the highest average concentration of harmful nitrogen dioxide of any 

European capital city;  

 The Mayor’s Air Quality Strategy relies on government delivering specific measures and 

funding to enable legal limits for nitrogen dioxide to be met in London by 2015; and 

 In June 2011 the government published, for consultation, plans to address nitrogen 

dioxide pollution. The plans reveal that London’s air quality may not comply with legal 

limits until 2025. 

 

This Assembly considers that it is unacceptable for Londoners to have to wait a further ten 

years for clean and healthy air. In the absence of sufficient urgent action at national level, 

the Assembly calls on the Mayor to update his air quality strategy to include faster and 

stronger action in London to ensure that the capital’s air meets legal standards for 

nitrogen dioxide by 2015, at the latest.‛ 

 

15.2 Upon being put to the vote, the motion, namely: 

 

‚The Assembly notes with concern that: 

 

 London’s air has the highest average concentration of harmful nitrogen 

dioxide of any European capital city;  

 The Mayor’s Air Quality Strategy relies on government delivering specific 

measures and funding to enable legal limits for nitrogen dioxide to be met in 

London by 2015; and 

 In June 2011 the government published, for consultation, plans to address 

nitrogen dioxide pollution. The plans reveal that London’s air quality may not 

comply with legal limits until 2025. 

 

This Assembly considers that it is unacceptable for Londoners to have to wait a 

further ten years for clean and healthy air. In the absence of sufficient urgent 

action at national level, the Assembly calls on the Mayor to update his air quality 

strategy to include faster and stronger action in London to ensure that the 

capital’s air meets legal standards for nitrogen dioxide by 2015, at the latest.‛ 

was agreed ( 12 votes in favour and 7 votes against). 

15.3 During the course of the discussion on this motion, it was agreed, upon a vote and in 

accordance with Standing Order 2.9, to extend the meeting in order to finish the business set 

out on the agenda for the meeting. 

 

15.4 Caroline Pidgeon AM moved and Valerie Shawcross AM seconded the following motion:  
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"This Assembly notes with concern the increasing prevalence of the theft of scrap metal and 

cabling which has caused major disruption to the rail network in recent weeks, both in London 

and nationwide.  

 

One recent incident caused severe disruption to Jubilee and Metropolitan line passengers, 

following the attempted theft of cabling from the tracks near Northwick Park.  According to 

the British Transport Police in 2010/11 there were 123 crimes reported of theft of live and 

redundant cable on the London Underground alone.  In the UK as a whole the estimated cost 

of cable theft from the railways has been estimated at £1billion by government. 

 

Given the serious impact on London's economy and to Londoners, this Assembly therefore 

calls on the Mayor of London and Chair of the London Assembly to jointly write to 

Government calling for the introduction of regulations on the buying of scrap metal including 

provisions to make it illegal to make cash payments for scrap metal.  The Assembly also calls 

for the introduction of legislation to protect the London and UK economy from the theft of 

scrap metal and cabling, with greater powers for the police and courts, including the 

investigation of suspicious activities and a greater enforcement of the proceeds of crime 

provisions." 

15.5 Tony Arbour AM moved James Cleverly AM seconded the following amendment to the 

motion: 

 

To add: ‚This Assembly also notes the damaging impact of metal theft on public buildings 

in London.  Churches, schools and libraries across the capital have all been affected, 

leading to thousands of pounds worth of damage. This includes Sutton High School for 

Girls and the Honeywood Museum in Carshalton, which both suffered the loss of £10,000 

worth of lead, whilst lead was also stolen from the roof of Croydon Parish Church resulting 

in extensive damage.‛ 

 

15.6 Steve O’Connell AM moved and James Cleverly AM seconded the following amendment to the 

motion: 

 

To add: ‚This Assembly also notes the damaging impact of metal theft on public buildings 

in London.  Churches, schools and libraries across the capital have all been affected, 

leading to thousands of pounds worth of damage. This includes Sutton High School for 

Girls and the Honeywood Museum in Carshalton, which both suffered the loss of £10,000 

worth of lead, whilst lead was also stolen from the roof of Croydon Parish Church resulting 

in extensive damage.‛ 

 

15.7 James Cleverly AM moved and Roger Evans AM seconded the following amendment:   

 

‚This Assembly further notes that cable thefts have resulted in an increasing number of 

phone and broadband outages in London and across the country.  In 2011, British Telecom 

has already recorded a greater than 100% rise in the number of cable thefts affecting 

phone and Internet services.  This includes a recent incident in October 2011 when copper 

cabling was stolen in East Barnet, resulting in up to three hundred homes being without 

telephone or internet for days. 
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Considering the serious disruption to residents and businesses caused by the theft of 

phone and broadband cables, this Assembly calls on telecoms operators to improve the 

security of their cabling and exchanges in order to reduce the incidences of cable theft.‛ 

 

15.8  Caroline Pidgeon AM, as mover of the motion and in accordance with Standing Order 3.6, 

accepted all three amendments. 

 

15.9 Upon being put to the vote, the motion as amended, namely:  

 

‚This Assembly notes with concern the increasing prevalence of the theft of scrap 

metal and cabling which has caused major disruption to the rail network in recent 

weeks, both in London and nationwide.  

 

This Assembly notes the review into London’s war memorials, carried out under the 

rapporteurship of Tony Arbour in 2009.  With the War Memorials Trust estimating 

that one monument is vandalised every week, this Assembly believes it is important 

that the recommendations in ‘Not forgotten: a review of London’s war memorials’ 

are implemented as a matter of urgency.  In particular, this Assembly calls on 

boroughs to develop a full inventory of war memorials, and to ensure that the 

protection and preservation of London’s memorials are a material consideration in 

borough planning policies. 

 

This Assembly also notes the damaging impact of metal theft on public buildings in 

London.  Churches, schools and libraries across the capital have all been affected, 

leading to thousands of pounds worth of damage. This includes Sutton High School 

for Girls and the Honeywood Museum in Carshalton, which both suffered the loss of 

£10,000 worth of lead, whilst lead was also stolen from the roof of Croydon Parish 

Church resulting in extensive damage. 

 

This Assembly further notes that cable thefts have resulted in an increasing number 

of phone and broadband outages in London and across the country.  In 2011, British 

Telecom has already recorded a greater than 100% rise in the number of cable thefts 

affecting phone and Internet services.  This includes a recent incident in October 

2011 when copper cabling was stolen in East Barnet, resulting in up to three 

hundred homes being without telephone or internet for days. 

 

Considering the serious disruption to residents and businesses caused by the theft 

of phone and broadband cables, this Assembly calls on telecoms operators to 

improve the security of their cabling and exchanges in order to reduce the 

incidences of cable theft. 

 

One recent incident caused severe disruption to Jubilee and Metropolitan line 

passengers, following the attempted theft of cabling from the tracks near Northwick 

Park. According to the British Transport Police in 2010/11 there were 123 crimes 

reported of theft of live and redundant cable on the London Underground alone. In 
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the UK as a whole the estimated cost of cable theft from the railways has been 

estimated at £1billion by government.  

 

Given the serious impact on London's economy and to Londoners, this Assembly 

therefore calls on the Mayor of London and Chair of the London Assembly to jointly 

write to Government calling for the introduction of regulations on the buying of 

scrap metal including provisions to make it illegal to make cash payments for scrap 

metal. The Assembly also calls for the introduction of legislation to protect the 

London and UK economy from the theft of scrap metal and cabling, with greater 

powers for the police and courts, including the investigation of suspicious activities 

and a greater enforcement of the proceeds of crime provisions."  

 
was unanimously agreed. 

 
15.10 Murad Qureshi AM moved and Victoria Borwick AM seconded the following motion: 

 

 ‚Energy bills are rising relentlessly and many Londoners are facing falls in their real income. As 

the coalition government demands the energy companies do better for the UK, this Assembly 

demands a better deal for London in particular. 

 

A recent investigation by the Assembly's Health and Public Services Committee heard that 

London has repeatedly lost out under national energy saving initiatives and that as housing 

costs take a heavier toll on Londoners than those in the rest of the UK, this has pushed a 

disproportionate number of Londoners into fuel poverty. 

 

We therefore call upon the Mayor to join with the Assembly in calling upon the six main UK 

energy suppliers to address this imbalance by fulfilling their CERT and CESP obligations 

equally across the UK and implement measures that ensure Londoners are no longer 

disproportionately in fuel poverty.‛ 

 

15.11 Upon being out to the vote, the motion, namely: 

 

‚Energy bills are rising relentlessly and many Londoners are facing falls in their real 

income. As the coalition government demands the energy companies do better for 

the UK, this Assembly demands a better deal for London in particular. 

 

A recent investigation by the Assembly's Health and Public Services Committee 

heard that London has repeatedly lost out under national energy saving initiatives 

and that as housing costs take a heavier toll on Londoners than those in the rest of 

the UK, this has pushed a disproportionate number of Londoners into fuel poverty. 

 

We therefore call upon the Mayor to join with the Assembly in calling upon the six 

main UK energy suppliers to address this imbalance by fulfilling their CERT and 

CESP obligations equally across the UK and implement measures that ensure 

Londoners are no longer disproportionately in fuel poverty.‛ 

 

was unanimously agreed. 
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15.12 Tony Arbour AM moved and Steve O’Connell AM seconded the following motion: 

 

‚The London Assembly notes that the Mayor’s decision to increase the number of uniformed 

police officers on public transport has led to a decrease in the number of crimes committed on 

transport.  

 

The London Assembly therefore believes that, given the fact that police in uniform offer 

Londoners great reassurance, the Mayor of London should promote a policy that requires 

police officers and Metropolitan Special Constables to wear their uniform to and from work, in 

exchange for their free travel." 

 

15.13 During the debate which followed, John Biggs AM moved that consideration of the motion be 

deferred, to allow the Chair to write to the Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis to 

ascertain the feasibility of the proposal set out in the motion. Tony Arbour AM, as mover of 

the motion, accepted that proposal. 

 

15.14 Resolved: 

 

That consideration of the motion in the name of Tony Arbour AM be deferred to 

allow the Chair to write to the Commissioner of Police of the Metropolis to ascertain 

the feasibility of the proposal set out in the motion.  
 
 

16.   Date of Next Meeting (Item 16) 

 
16.1  It was noted that the next scheduled meeting of the London Assembly would be the Mayor’s 

Question Time meeting which would take place at 10.00am on Wednesday 16 November 2011 
in the Chamber, City Hall.  

 
 

17.   Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent (Item 17) 
 

  Urgent Motion (Item 17a) 

 
 17.1 An urgent motion had been circulated under cover of a Supplementary Agenda for the 

meeting. The Chair had agreed, in accordance with the provisions of Section 100(B)(4) of the 
Local Government Act 1972 (as amended), to admit the motion to the agenda for the meeting 
as an item of urgent business in order to allow its consideration at the earliest opportunity, 
given that the Lord Mayor’s Show and the Remembrance Service referred to in the motion 
would take place on 12 and 13 November respectively and that the next opportunity to 
debate this matter would otherwise be the Plenary meeting on 7 December 2011.  

 
17.2 In accordance with Standing Order 3.12, James Cleverly AM, as mover of the motion, made an 

oral statement to explain why the Assembly should agree to consider the motion. 
 
17.3 Upon being put to the vote, the Assembly agreed to consider the urgent motion (8 votes in 

favour and no votes against).  
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17.4 Upon debate and a further vote, the motion was not agreed (6 votes in favour and 12 votes 

against). 
 
 

18.   Close of Meeting  

 
18.1 The meeting closed at 1.56pm. 
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